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	Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition, 9781430224990 (1430224991), Apress, 2010

	With over 3 Million users/developers, Spring Framework is the leading “out of the box” Java framework. Spring addresses and offers simple solutions for most aspects of your Java/Java EE application development, and guides you to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications.


	The release of Spring Framework 3 has ushered in many improvements and new features. Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition continues upon the bestselling success of the previous edition but focuses on the latest Spring 3 features for building enterprise Java applications. This book provides elementary to advanced code recipes to account for the following, found in the new Spring 3:

	
		Spring fundamentals: Spring IoC container, Spring AOP/ AspectJ, and more
	
		Spring enterprise: Spring Java EE integration, Spring Integration, Spring Batch, jBPM with Spring, Spring Remoting, messaging, transactions, scaling using Terracotta and GridGrain, and more.
	
		Spring web: Spring MVC, Spring Web Flow 2, Spring Roo, other dynamic scripting, integration with popular Grails Framework (and Groovy), REST/web services, and more.



	This book guides you step by step through topics using complete and real-world code examples. Instead of abstract descriptions on complex concepts, you will find live examples in this book. When you start a new project, you can consider copying the code and configuration files from this book, and then modifying them for your needs. This can save you a great deal of work over creating a project from scratch!


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to use the IoC container and the Spring application context to best effect.
	
		Spring’s AOP support, both classic and new Spring AOP, integrating Spring with AspectJ, and load-time weaving.
	
		Simplifying data access with Spring (JDBC, Hibernate, and JPA) and managing transactions both programmatically and declaratively.
	
		Spring’s support for remoting technologies (RMI, Hessian, Burlap, and HTTP Invoker), EJB, JMS, JMX, email, batch, scheduling, and scripting languages.
	
		Integrating legacy systems with Spring, building highly concurrent, grid-ready applications using Gridgain and Terracotta Web Apps, and even creating cloud systems.
	
		Building modular services using OSGi with Spring DM and Spring Dynamic Modules and SpringSource dm Server.
	
		Delivering web applications with Spring Web Flow, Spring MVC, Spring Portals, Struts, JSF, DWR, the Grails framework, and more.
	
		Developing web services using Spring WS and REST; contract-last with XFire, and contract–first through Spring Web Services.
	
		Spring’s unit and integration testing support (on JUnit 3.8, JUnit 4, and TestNG).
	
		How to secure applications using Spring Security.



	Who this book is for


	This book is for Java developers who would like to rapidly gain hands-on experience with Java/Java EE development using the Spring framework. If you are already a developer using Spring in your projects, you can also use this book as a reference—you’ll find the code examples very useful.
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A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Groundwork of Company Valuation for First-time Buyers and Sellers
A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company has helped thousands of first-time buyers and sellers realize a fair, substantiated value for small businesses. Now in its Second Edition, this book covers common valuation techniques and myths, tips for determining tangible and intangible...


		

Pattern Recognition: Practices, Perspectives and Challenges (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Science Pub Inc, 2013

	In this book, the authors present current research in the study of the practices, perspectives and challenges of pattern recognition. Topics include the practical usage of algorithmic probability in pattern recognition; application of pattern recognition in optimization-simulation techniques; pattern recognition applied to spectroscopy;...


		

XML Data Management: Native XML and XML-Enabled Database SystemsAddison Wesley, 2003
The past few years have seen a dramatic increase in the  popularity and adoption of XML, the eXtensible Markup Language. This explosive  growth is driven by its ability to provide a standardized, extensible means of  including semantic information within documents describing semi-structured data.  This makes it possible to...





	

Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure (Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series)Wayne State University Press, 2019

	
		Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure describes and details serial television and "binge watching," the exceedingly popular form of contemporary television viewing that has come to dominance over the past decade. Author Dennis Broe looks at this practice of media consumption by suggesting that...



		

Game Engine Gems, Volume OneJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2010

	In the fields of computer graphics and computer game development, the word gem has been established as a term for describing a short article that focuses on a particular technique, a clever trick, or practical advice that a person working in these fields would find interesting and useful....


		

Bethesda Handbook of Clinical OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Written by clinicians from the National Cancer Institute and other leading institutions, this comprehensive, clear, concise oncology handbook is designed specifically for quick bedside consultation. It covers all malignancies and offers busy clinicians practical guidelines on daily patient management. The user-friendly format...
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